ATTENTION PROGRAM DIRECTORS:

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED YOUR COUNTDOWN AFTER ALL YOUR U.S. POSTAL DELIVERIES ON THURSDAYS, PLEASE CALL LISA ROBERTS FOR A REPLACEMENT COPY VIA AIRBORNE EXPRESS.

Distribution Coordinator
LISA ROBERTS    Ph:    972-776-4655
                Fax:  972-448-3378
                Pager:  214-362-0812

Nat‘l Director, Affiliate Marketing
ROBIN RHODES    Ph:    972-448-3376
                Fax:  972-448-3167

Bob Kingsley’s Office
Production Questions/Liners
KRISTY ADAM    Ph:    972-776-4650
                Fax:  972-448-3167

****PLEASE MAKE AVAILABLE TO THE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE****
Please audition each disc immediately. If you have any questions, please contact us at (972) 776-4655.

TOPICAL PROMOS

TOPICAL PROMOS FOR SHOW #10-98 ARE LOCATED ON DISC 4, TRACKS 6, 7 & 8
DO NOT USE AFTER SHOW #10-98.

TRACK 6 :25
Hello, I’m Bob Kingsley...and after six weeks at number one, Tim McGraw has been ousted. Anita Cochran, climbed to the peak position with her first big hit called, “What If I Said” Now to hold onto number one a second week, she’ll have to hold off the likes of George Strait and Garth Brooks. So find out if Anita’s got what it takes and hear the forty biggest hits on the planet...this weekend...right here on American Country Countdown. [LOCAL TAG]

TRACK 7 :17
Hi, Bob Kingsley here and Martina McBride was the biggest jumper last week, up 12 to number 15 with her new single, “Valentine” Can she keep up that kind of pace? Only one way to find out. Join me right here this weekend...for American Country Countdown. [LOCAL TAG]

TRACK 8 :20
Hi, I'm Bob Kingsley...and for several weeks now, we've had a race up the charts with George Strait's “Round About Way” leading the way and Garth Brooks right on his heels with “She's Gonna Make It” Question is are one of those guys gonna make it to the top? Join me this weekend and find out the progress of all your favorites right here...on American Country Countdown. [LOCAL TAG]

***** FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, WE HAVE PLACED A 25 HZ TONE AT -10 DB AT THE END OF OUR NETWORK COMMERCIAL BREAKS TO ACCOMMODATE AUTOMATED AND SEMI-AUTOMATED STATIONS*****
BILLBOARD: "Now, American Country Countdown, brought to you in part by Chevrolet Trucks. The most dependable, longest lasting trucks on the road. And by AT&T...it's all within your reach."

Theme and Opening of Part I
(John Hobbs-BMI)

LW #1 - WHAT IF I SAID (B) Anita Cochran w/Steve Wariner

#40 SAY WHEN (B/A) Lonestar

#39 OUT OF MY BONES (B) Randy Travis

ACC EXTRA: IS IT STILL OVER (B) Randy Travis

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

CHEVY / JC PENNEY / AT&T :30/30/30
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...within your reach"

HOUR 1 TRACK 1 RUN TIME: 17:35 (LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNCNDOWN

#38 SHE'S GOT THAT LOOK IN HER EYES (B) Alabama

ACC ACTUALITY: SONS OF THE DESERT

#37 LEAVING OCTOBER (A/B) Sons of the Desert

#36 LONG NECK BOTTLE (A/B) Garth Brooks

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

REDEX / HAMBURGER HELPER :30/30
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...it's delicious"

HOUR 1 TRACK 2 RUN TIME: 11:37 (LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION ID:10)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNCNDOWN

#35 I'M FROM THE COUNTRY (B/A) Tracy Byrd

#34 YOU'LL NEVER KNOW (B/A) Mindy McCready

#33 CLOSER TO HEAVEN (B) Mila Mason

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

INVENT MKTG / LIBERTY MTL INS / PHISODERM / MR. ROOT 2:00
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...plumbing better"

HOUR 1 TRACK 3 RUN TIME: 13:06 (LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNCNDOWN

#32 ONE OF THOSE NIGHTS TONIGHT (A/B) Lorrie Morgan

#31 THIS KISS (B/A) Faith Hill

ACC MAILBAG: WHAT'S FOREVER (B) Michael Martin Murphy

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

AT&T / MISSION :30/30
(out cue) Voice out cold with "...only as directed"

HOUR 1 TRACK 4 RUN TIME: 11:23 (LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION ID:10)

Theme and Opening of Part II
(John Hobbs-BMI)

#30 TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE (B/A) Michael Peterson

#29 THE NOTE (B) Daryle Singletary

#28 TO HAVE YOU BACK AGAIN (A) Patty Loveless

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

CURB / SNELLING / BULLFROG / JC PENNEY :30
(out cue) Jingle fades after "...exclusions apply"

HOUR 2 TRACK 1 RUN TIME: 13:28 (LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNCNDOWN

#27 ONE SMALL MIRACLE (B) Bryan White

#26 DON'T BE STUPID (YOU KNOW I LOVE YOU) (B/A) Shania Twain

#25 DREAM WALKIN' (B) Toby Keith

ACC EXTRA: DOES THAT BLUE MOON EVER SHINE ON YOU (B) Toby Keith

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

HAMBURGER HELPER / REDEX :30/30
(out cue) Voice out cold with "...800-345-7339"

HOUR 2 TRACK 2 RUN TIME: 17:03 (LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION ID:10)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNCNDOWN

#24 HE'S GOT YOU (B) Brooks & Dunn

ACC ACTUALITY: SHANIA TWAIN

#23 YOU'RE STILL THE ONE (B) Shania Twain

#22 IMAGINE THAT (A) Diamond Rio

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

CHEVY / INVENT MKTG / MR. ROOTER :30/30/30
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...plumbing better"

HOUR 2 TRACK 3 RUN TIME: 13:08 (LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNCNDOWN

#21 A HOUSE WITH NO CURTAIN (A) Alan Jackson

ACC MAILBAG: FRIENDS IN LOW PLACES (B) Garth Brooks

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER

AT&T / MISSION :30/30
(out cue) Voice out cold with "...only as directed"

HOUR 2 TRACK 4 RUN TIME: 10:07 (LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION ID:10)
Theme and Opening Part III
(John Hobbs-BMI)

#20 LONELY WON'T LEAVE ME ALONE (B) Trace Adkins
#19 BYE, BYE (AB) Jo Dee Messina
ACC EXTRA: HEADS CAROLINA, TAILS CALIFORNIA (B/A) Jo Dee Messina
#18 A CHANCE (B) Kenny Chesney

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
XEROX / MISSION / CURB :60/30/30
(out cue) Jingle fades after "...and compact disc"

HOUR 3 TRACK 1 RUN TIME: 16:22
(LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNTRY COUNTDOWN

#17 VALENTINE (SIA) Martina McBride w/Jim Brickman
#16 COME SOME RAINY DAY (B) Wynonna
ACC EXTRA: ROCKIN' WITH THE RHYTHM OF THE RAIN (A) The Judds

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
JC PENNEY / INVENT MKTG :30/30
(out cue) Voice out cold with "...$33.1-d-e-a idea"

HOUR 3 TRACK 2 RUN TIME: 11:04
(LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION ID: 10)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNTRY COUNTDOWN

#15 JUST BETWEEN YOU AND ME (AB) The Kinleys
ACC ACTUALITY: CLAY WALKER
#14 THEN WAIT (B) Clay Walker
#13 I WANNA FALL IN LOVE (B) Lila McCann

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
REDEX / ENCORE / LIBERTY MTL INS / MR. ROOTER 2:00
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...plumbing better"

HOUR 3 TRACK 3 RUN TIME: 13:42
(LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNTRY COUNTDOWN

#12 I CAN LOVE YOU BETTER (B/A) Dixie Chicks
#1l IF I NEVER STOP LOVIN' YOU (B) David Kersh
ACC CALENDAR: WALK ON FAITH (A) Mike Reid

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
MISSION / AT&T :30/30
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...within your reach"

HOUR 3 TRACK 4 RUN TIME: 12:34
(LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION ID: 10)

#2 SHE'S GONNA MAKE IT (B/A) Garth Brooks
#1 ROUND ABOUT WAY (B) George Strait

***TOPICAL PROMOS ARE LOCATED ON DISC 4, TRACKS 6, 7 & 8.***
CLOSE: "American Country Countdown has been brought to you in part by Chevrolet Trucks. The most dependable, longest lasting trucks on the road. And by AT&T...It's all within your reach. The Billboard chart data used in this program is copyright 1997, is used by permission and cannot be duplicated or copied. All Billboard trademarks owned by BPI Communications, Inc.

VOICE OUT: 53:57

THEME OUT: 54:52

HOUR 4 TRACK 5 RUN TIME: 10:05

Theme and Opening of Part IV
(John Hobbs-BMI)

#10 LOVE OF MY LIFE (B/A) Sammy Kershaw
#9 PERFECT LOVE (B) Trisha Yearwood

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
NYQUIL / CHEVY / GREYHOUND :30/30/30
(out cue) Voice out cold with "...and limitations apply"

HOUR 4 TRACK 1 RUN TIME: 10:20
(LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNTRY COUNTDOWN

#8 THE DAY THAT SHE LEFT TULSA (IN A CHEVY) (A/B) Wade Hayes
ACC ACTUALITY: WADE HAYES
ACC EXTRA: I'M STILL DANCIN' WITH YOU (B) Wade Hayes
#7 JUST TO SEE YOU SMILE (B) Tim McGraw

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
MISSION / HAMBURGER HELPER :30/30
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...it's delicious"

HOUR 4 TRACK 2 RUN TIME: 12:18
(LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION: 10)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNTRY COUNTDOWN

#6 LITTLE RED RODEO (B) Collin Raye
ACC EXTRA: I THINK ABOUT YOU (A) Collin Raye

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
SNEILING / PENNEYS / REDEX / MR. ROOTER 2:00
(out cue) Jingle ends cold after "...plumbing better"

HOUR 4 TRACK 3 RUN TIME: 8:25
(LOCAL INSERT 1:00)

LOGO: AMERICAN COUNTRY COUNTRY COUNTDOWN

#5 NOTHIN' BUT THE TAILLIGHTS (B) Clint Black
#4 WHAT IF I SAID (B) Anita Cochran w/Steve Wariner
#3 YOU'VE GOT TO TALK TO ME (B) Lee Ann Womack

INSTRUMENTAL STINGER
AT&T / ENCORE :30/30
(out cue) Jingle ends cold with "...wanna see stars"

HOUR 4 TRACK 4 RUN TIME: 13:44
(LOCAL INSERT 2:00 STATION: 10)